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DISCRETE STRUCTURE,S AND GRAPH THEORY

[Tirne : 3 hours] [Total Marks : 100]

Section-A

Attempt all parts. All parts carry equal marks. Write

answers of each sectioii in short. (10x2:20)

{a) Define rnultiset and power set" Determine the

power set A . { l, 2) .

{b) show t,l:t t((pq) ->r) (-p))i =>(q:r) is tautoi"Xv

or contradicaljoll'

(r,) state J3nd prove pigeori iisl* trrinciple.

(d) sircw th*t if seiA has 3 eie;nents, therr wr' can have

26 sYmntetric relation on A"

(e) Prol,e that (P v e) --+ (P A a) is logically

equivaler,,i leP <+ Q'

(i)

and Roll No. to be filled in Your
Answer Book)

RollNo.
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(0 How many a digitnumbers can be forrned by using
the digits 2, 4, 6, g when repetition of digits is
allowed.

(g) The converse of a staternents is: If a steel rod is
stretched, then it has been heated. write the inverse
of the statement.

(h) If a and b are any two elements of group G then
prove (ab) -l_(b-la -l).

(i) If f : A *+ B is one-one onto rnapping, then prove
that f*r: B >Awill be one-one onto mapping.

(i) writethe following inDNF (x+y)(x,+y,).

Section-B

Atternpt any five questions. (10x5:50)

2' If Dn define the set of all positive odd integers, i.e.
Dn: U 13, 5........... ,\, then prove with the help of
mathematical induction p (n) : l+3n is divisible by 4.

3 ' Solve the recuffence relation using generating function:
an*7afl-1+10n{:0 with a0:3 , &l:3.
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4. Express the following statements using quantifiers and
Iogical connectives.

(a) Mathernatics book that is published in India has a
blue cover.

(b) AII animals are mortal. All human being are anirnal.
Therefore, ail human being are mortar.

(c) There exists a mathernatics book with a cover that
is not blue.

He eats crackers only ifhe drinks milk.

There are mathematics books that are published
outside India.

(0 Not all books have bibliographies.

Draw the Haase digram of lp (a,b, c), s J, (rrtrote: o 
s ,

stands for subset). Find greatest element, Ieast element,
minirnal element and maximal elernent.

Simplify the following boolean expressions using k rnap:

Y:((AB)'+A'+49;r

A'B'C'I)'+A'B,C rD+A rB rCD+ArB rB,CDr- 
4 rB,

(d)

(e)

5.

6.

a)

b)
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Let G be the set af all non-zero real number and let
a*b:ab/Z. show that (q*) be an abelian group.

The following relation onA-{ 1, 2,3,4}. Dterrnine
whether the follorving :

R - {(1,3), (3,1), (1,1), ( 1,2), (3,3}, (4,4}},

R_AXA

9. If the permutation of the elements of {1 ,2,3,4,5} are
given by a-(1 z 3X4 5) , b:(tX2X3X4 5) , c:(l 5 z
4X3)' Find the value of x, if ax:b. And also prove that
the set Z4: (0, 1,2,3) is a commutative ring with respect
to the binary modulo operation +4 and *4.

Section-C

Attempt any two questions. {2" 15:30)

l0' Let L be a bounded distributed lattice, prove if a
complernent exists, it is unique. Is D,, a complemented

. lattice? Draw the Hasse diagram of tpla,b,c), s ], (Note:

element, minimal element and maximal element.

7.

8.

a)

b)
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11. Determine whether each ofthese functions is a bijection
from R to R.

(a) f(x):x2+ I

(b) f (x) : x3

(c) f(x) -(x2+ t)t(x2+2)

a) Prove that inverse of each element in a group is
unique.

b) show that G-[( r,2,4, s,7, g),xg] is cycric. How
many generators are there? what are they?

!

q

12.
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